
PE Curriculum Map 2021 – 2022

All skills listed are NC Objectives.

Supplementary PE added in through lunchtime and after school clubs

Focus:

Early Years/KS1 - Movement, manipulating body, balance, throwing and catching skills.

LKS2 - Understanding game rules, self-assessing own skill, spatial awareness, building confidence in movement.

UKS2 - Mastery of skill, specific in-game movements, outsmarting opponents, self-assessing skills and limitations.

Year group Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

EYFS Introduction to PE & Fundamental movements

PE focus – Multi skills
● Spatial awareness
● Balance
● Different ways of moving

Gymnastics
● Balance
● Core movement strength
● Jumping and landing
● Awareness of space

PE focus – Games
● Ball skills – throwing, catching, kicking
● Using different sized balls

Following rules

PE focus – Dance
● Move energetically
● Copy movements
● Respond to music
● Negotiate space
● Perform basic routine

PE focus – Team Games
● Teamwork
● Ball skills – throwing, catching, kicking
● Football, cricket, rugby
● Using different sized balls
● Following rules

PE focus – Athletics
● Teamwork
● Taking turns
● Running
● Speed and agility

Year 1 Gymnastics - Points and patches, bouncing, jumping

and landing, apparatus work and rocking and rolling.

Dance

● I can and copy simple skills and actions.

● I can change my body shape in a number of

ways.

● I can perform simple and random dance moves.

Games- Bat and ball skills and developing partner work.

Team games – Netball, Dodgeball and Tag Rugby.

● I can move a ball and use simple throwing techniques

● I can pass a ball to a partner using my hands and feet.

● I can begin to use simple equipment to move a ball.

● I can sometimes catch a ball.

Athletics – Jumping, running and field games.

● I can comment on others’ actions.

● I can suggest simple improvements.

● I can talk about how my body feels during

activity.

● I can understand that physical activity is

good for me.



● I can show some rhythm in dance.

● I can copy and remember simple actions in a

sequence.

● I am able to work with a partner.

● I am able to stretch and explore simple

shapes.

● I am beginning to develop my balance.

● I can jump and roll in different ways.

● I can play simple ball games involving kicking, catching

or throwing

● I am able to work with a partner

● I can start to link skills and actions within simple

games.

● I have begun to understand some concepts of game eg.

Opponent, team mate etc.

Year 2 Games

(throwing and catching)

● Throw a ball underarm,

over arm and use a

bounce pass.

● Can move into a given

space to catch a ball.

● Can pass a ball to a

partner using his/her

hands and feet.

Gym

(high and low movements)

● Copy stretching

movements for

different parts of the

body.

● Balance using his/her

hands, feet or seat.

● Copy short movements

to combine simple

balances. e.g. balance -

travel - balance

Games

(Making up a game)

● Move into a given space

within a game.

●

Dance

(fast and slow movements)

● Can perform basic

dance actions e.g. travel

and change direction,

turn, jump, gesture,

balance/stillness,

change of size and

shape.

● Can copy short motifs

(a short phrase,

movement or gesture

that is repeated.)

Gym

(creating travelling routines)

● Copy short movements to

combine simple balances. e.g.

balance - travel - balance

Dance

● Can copy short motifs (a

short phrase, movement

or gesture that is

repeated.)

● Can link two or more

actions together.

Gym

(Rolling, spinning & twisting)

● Create different shapes

when balancing e.g. thin,

wide, twisted, curled.

● Perform simple rolls e.g.

forward, pencil, teddy-bear

Dance

● He/she can link two or more

actions together.

Games

(Dribbling, kicking and

hitting)

● Can hit a ball with a

tennis style bat or

racquet.

● Can stop a ball with

his/her feet before

passing it.

● Can pass a ball to a

partner using his/her

hands and feet.

Athletics

(track)

● Sprint up to 60m.

● Can run 100m.

Games

(group games and

inventing games)

● Move into a given space

within a game.

● Gain an understanding

where to stand to make

a game more difficult

for an opponent.

Athletics

(field)

● Use over arm and

underarm throws to

throw items in a

straight line.

● Can jump: side to side;

both feet together;

one foot to the other

Year 3 Gymnastics

Create a routine

resembling a battle from

the stone age or viking

invasion

Develop flexibility,

strength, technique,

control and balance (for

Gymnastics

Create a routine resembling

a battle from the stone age

or viking invasion

Develop flexibility,

strength, technique,

control and balance (for

example, through athletics

and gymnastics)

Swimming

Swim competently, confidently

and proficiently over a

distance of at least 25m.

Control their breathing and are

comfortable on the surface

and underwater swimming

fluently and with control when

Games

Play competitive games,

modified where appropriate

(for example, badminton,

basketball, cricket, football,

hockey, netball, rounders and

tennis) and apply basic

principles suitable for

attacking and defending

Games

Play competitive games,

modified where

appropriate (for

example, badminton,

basketball, cricket,

football, hockey,

netball, rounders and

tennis) and apply basic

Games

Play competitive games,

modified where

appropriate (for example,

badminton, basketball,

cricket, football, hockey,

netball, rounders and

tennis) and apply basic

principles suitable for

attacking and defending



example, through

athletics and gymnastics)

Move across the room

indifferent ways with an

awareness of space.

Make increasingly clear

and fluid movements.

Understand the

different uses of tense,

relax, stretch, curl in

movement.

Improvise with ideas and

movements.

Copy, remember, repeat,

and explore simple

actions and movements

with control and

coordination.

Begin to sequence moves

and link actions.

Begin to choose

movement to show ideas.

Games

Play competitive games,

modified where

appropriate (for example,

badminton, basketball,

cricket, football, hockey,

netball, rounders and

tennis) and apply basic

principles suitable for

attacking and defending

Move across the room

indifferent ways with an

awareness of space.

Make increasingly clear and

fluid movements.

Understand the different

uses of tense, relax,

stretch, curl in movement.

Improvise with ideas and

movements.

Copy, remember, repeat,

and explore simple actions

and movements with control

and coordination.

Begin to sequence moves

and link actions.

Begin to choose movement

to show ideas.

Dance

Move across the room

indifferent ways with an

awareness of space.

Make increasingly clear and

fluid movements.

Understand the different

uses of tense, relax,

stretch, curl in movement.

using back crawl, front crawl

and breaststroke.

Swim on their front and back

using arm and leg actions with

smooth coordination.

Use a range of strokes

effectively (for example, front

crawl, backstroke and

breaststroke)

Gymnastics

Develop flexibility, strength,

technique, control and balance

(for example, through

athletics and gymnastics)

Move across the room

indifferent ways with an

awareness of space.

Make increasingly clear and

fluid movements.

Understand the different uses

of tense, relax, stretch, curl in

movement.

Travel successfully to and

from objects and locations on

the ground

Choose simple approaches to

problem solving and work

cooperatively with others on

tasks

Show an awareness of how to

keep safe

Move a ball with control and

accuracy

Show increasing confidence

when rolling, hitting or kicking

a ball.

Understand the importance of

rules and fairness

Follow rules in games

Understand the concept of

both team and opponent.

Develop and use simple tactics

in team games.

Swimming

Swim competently, confidently

and proficiently over a

distance of at least 25m.

Control their breathing and

are comfortable on the

surface and underwater

swimming fluently and with

control when using back crawl,

front crawl and breaststroke.

principles suitable for

attacking and defending

Travel successfully to

and from objects and

locations on the ground

Choose simple

approaches to problem

solving and work

cooperatively with

others on tasks

Show an awareness of

how to keep safe

Move a ball with control

and accuracy

Show increasing

confidence when rolling,

hitting or kicking a ball.

Understand the

importance of rules and

fairness

Follow rules in games

Understand the concept

of both team and

opponent.

Develop and use simple

tactics in team games.

Athletics

Use running, jumping,

throwing and catching in

isolation and in

combination

Travel successfully to and

from objects and

locations on the ground

Choose simple approaches

to problem solving and

work cooperatively with

others on tasks

Show an awareness of

how to keep safe

Move a ball with control

and accuracy

Show increasing

confidence when rolling,

hitting or kicking a ball.

Understand the

importance of rules and

fairness

Follow rules in games

Understand the concept

of both team and

opponent.

Develop and use simple

tactics in team games.

Athletics

Use running, jumping,

throwing and catching in

isolation and in

combination

Throw a javelin from a

standing position.



Travel successfully to

and from objects and

locations on the ground

Choose simple approaches

to problem solving and

work cooperatively with

others on tasks

Show an awareness of

how to keep safe

Move a ball with control

and accuracy

Show increasing

confidence when rolling,

hitting or kicking a ball.

Understand the

importance of rules and

fairness

Follow rules in games

Understand the concept

of both team and

opponent.

Develop and use simple

tactics in team games.

Improvise with ideas and

movements.

Copy, remember, repeat,

and explore simple actions

and movements with control

and coordination.

Begin to sequence moves

and link actions.

Begin to choose movement

to show ideas.

Swim on their front and back

using arm and leg actions with

smooth coordination.

Use a range of strokes

effectively (for example,

front crawl, backstroke and

breaststroke)

Throw a javelin from a

standing position.

Practise varied

throwing techniques

including push throw.

Coordinate jumps to

take off and land from

either one or two feet.

Develop posture for

running.

Recognise differences

in long distance and

short distance running.

Practise varied throwing

techniques including push

throw.

Coordinate jumps to take

off and land from either

one or two feet.

Develop posture for

running.

Recognise differences in

long distance and short

distance running.

Year 4 Games

Tag Rugby

Choose simple approaches

to problem solving and

work cooperatively with

others on tasks

Show an awareness of

how to keep safe

Dance

Dances from popular

culture

Make increasingly clear and

fluid movements.

Dance

Bollywood dancing

Make increasingly clear and

fluid movements.

Understand the different uses

of tense, relax, stretch, curl in

movement.

Gymnastics

Developing skills

Move across the room

indifferent ways with an

awareness of space.

Make increasingly clear and

fluid movements.

Athletics

Cricket and Rounders

To choose the most

appropriate throw to

use within a game.

To call out for a catch

in a game showing they

know they are in the

best place.

Athletics

Catching, throwing and

track events

Use running, jumping,

throwing and catching in

isolation and in

combination



Move a ball with control

and accuracy

Show increasing

confidence when rolling,

hitting or kicking a ball.

Understand the

importance of rules and

fairness

Follow rules in games

Understand the concept

of both team and

opponent.

Develop and use simple

tactics in team games.

Swimming

Developing skills

Swim competently,

confidently and

proficiently over a

distance of at least 25m.

Control their breathing

and are comfortable on

the surface and

underwater swimming

fluently and with control

when using back crawl,

front crawl and

breaststroke.

Swim on their front and

back using arm and leg

actions with smooth

coordination.

Understand the different

uses of tense, relax,

stretch, curl in movement.

Improvise with ideas and

movements.

Copy, remember, repeat,

and explore simple actions

and movements with control

and coordination.

Begin to sequence moves

and link actions.

Begin to choose movement

to show ideas.

Swimming

Developing skills

Swim competently,

confidently and proficiently

over a distance of at least

25m.

Control their breathing and

are comfortable on the

surface and underwater

swimming fluently and with

control when using back

crawl, front crawl and

breaststroke.

Swim on their front and

back using arm and leg

actions with smooth

coordination.

Use a range of strokes

effectively (for example,

front crawl, backstroke and

breaststroke)

Improvise with ideas and

movements.

Copy, remember, repeat, and

explore simple actions and

movements with control and

coordination.

Begin to sequence moves and

link actions.

Begin to choose movement to

show ideas.

Gymnastics

Developing skills

Move across the room

indifferent ways with an

awareness of space.

Make increasingly clear and

fluid movements.

Understand the different uses

of tense, relax, stretch, curl in

movement.

Improvise with ideas and

movements.

Copy, remember, repeat, and

explore simple actions and

movements with control and

coordination.

Begin to sequence moves and

link actions.

Understand the different

uses of tense, relax, stretch,

curl in movement.

Improvise with ideas and

movements.

Copy, remember, repeat, and

explore simple actions and

movements with control and

coordination.

Begin to sequence moves and

link actions.

Games

Tennis

Choose simple approaches to

problem solving and work

cooperatively with others on

tasks

Show an awareness of how to

keep safe

Move a ball with control and

accuracy

Show increasing confidence

when rolling, hitting or kicking

a ball.

Understand the importance of

rules and fairness

Follow rules in games

To understand and

correctly follow the

rules of well-known

striking games e.g

Cricket, Rounders.

To understand the

importance of timing

and coordination in

order to strike a moving

ball.

Games

Hockey

Choose simple

approaches to problem

solving and work

cooperatively with

others on tasks

Show an awareness of

how to keep safe

Move a ball with control

and accuracy

Show increasing

confidence when rolling,

hitting or kicking a ball.

Understand the

importance of rules and

fairness

Follow rules in games

Throw a javelin from a

standing position.

Practise varied throwing

techniques including push

throw.

Coordinate jumps to take

off and land from either

one or two feet.

Develop posture for

running.

Recognise differences in

long distance and short

distance running.

Games

Badminton

Choose simple approaches

to problem solving and

work cooperatively with

others on tasks

Show an awareness of

how to keep safe

Move a ball with control

and accuracy

Show increasing

confidence when rolling,

hitting or kicking a ball.

Understand the

importance of rules and

fairness



Use a range of strokes

effectively (for example,

front crawl, backstroke

and breaststroke)

Understand the concept of

both team and opponent.

Develop and use simple tactics

in team games.

Understand the concept

of both team and

opponent.

Develop and use simple

tactics in team games.

Follow rules in games

Understand the concept

of both team and

opponent.

Develop and use simple

tactics in team games.

Year 5 Cross Country

Take part in outdoor and

adventurous activity

challenges both

individually and within a

team.

To develop correct

running technique over

long distances.

To understand the

importance of pacing and

regulating breathing

during physical activity.

To improve overall

cardiovascular fitness

and recovery.

Understand the

importance of a warm-up

and cool down when

taking part in physical

activity.

Multiskills

To help other members

of his/her team to find

space within a team

game.

Dance

Perform dance actions with

control and expression.

Choose their own dance

steps and movements and

then develop them into a

routine.

Perform longer routines

from memory adding

expression and extension to

their movements.

To choreograph short

routines to portray a

particular mood or style.

To explore different styles

of dance and develop short

routines in those styles.

Gymnastics

To  perform actions in and

out of rolls.

To lead others in a

stretching routine to

prepare for gymnastics.

To perform a range of

balances with a high level

of control and accuracy.

Dance

Perform dance actions with

control and expression.

Choose their own dance steps

and movements and then

develop them into a routine.

Perform longer routines from

memory adding expression and

extension to their movements.

To choreograph short routines

to portray a particular mood or

style.

To explore different styles of

dance and develop short

routines in those styles.

Invasion Games

To select the most appropriate

person to pass to within a game

and the most appropriate style

of pass to ensure accuracy.

To dribble a ball in different

directions and avoid obstacles.

e.g. With their feet or a

hockey stick.

To help other members of

his/her team to find space

within a team game.

Orienteering

To plan a simple orienteering

trial for others to complete.

e.g. Using the local area.

To read a wide variety of map

symbols and use a compass

when following a given route.

To plan ideas of how to solve a

problem before attempting it.

To decide if verbal or

non-verbal communication is

the most effective choice

when solving problems.

To take the lead within a

group challenge and give clear

instructions to others.

To evaluate his/her own and

the team's performance

within a challenge and make

suggestions of how to improve

for next time.

Fitness

To understand the importance

of regular exercise in relation

to a healthy lifestyle.

To understand the role of a

healthy balanced diet in

Athletics

To run longer distances

knowing when to use a

sprint.

To change his/her body

shape to decrease air

resistance when

running.

To use the correct

action to throw a javelin

with a run up.

To  use his/her toe and

heel to spin and throw a

discus and shot put.

To jump: one foot to

same foot to two feet

(triple jump)

To evaluate his/her own

and the team's

performance within a

challenge and make

suggestions of how to

improve for next time.

To understand personal

challenges and try to

improve each session by

taking coaching points

into consideration.

Athletics

To run longer distances

knowing when to use a

sprint.

To change his/her body

shape to decrease air

resistance when running.

To use the correct action

to throw a javelin with a

run up.

To  use his/her toe and

heel to spin and throw a

discus and shot put.

To jump: one foot to same

foot to two feet (triple

jump)

To evaluate his/her own

and the team's

performance within a

challenge and make

suggestions of how to

improve for next time.

To understand personal

challenges and try to

improve each session by

taking coaching points

into consideration.

Games (Net and Wall)



To select the most

appropriate person to

pass to within a game and

the most appropriate

style of pass to ensure

accuracy.

To use effective

communication and

teamwork within games.

To understand the

importance of a warm-up,

cool down and take part

in regular exercise.

To improve competency

in a given skill e.g

accurate overarm

throwing/passing.

To hold different positions

when balancing and use

different shapes to

express a given

theme/mood.

To create sequences that

have changes of speed and

level.

To select the most

appropriate ways to travel

from one balance to

another.

To evaluate his/her own and

the team's performance within

a challenge and make

suggestions of how to improve

for next time.

To use effective

communication and teamwork

within games.

keeping ourselves fit and

healthy.

To understand resting heart

rate and elevated heart rate,

knowing how to achieve,

maintain and recover from an

elevated heart rate during

exercise.

To understand personal

challenges and try to improve

each session by taking

coaching points into

consideration.

To use the correct posture

when attempting bodyweight

floor exercises e.g plank.

To understand the importance

of dynamic stretching.

To design and carry out their

own fitness routine, focusing

on a specific muscle group.

Games (Strike and

Field)

To choose the most

appropriate throw to

use within a game.

To call out for a catch

in a game showing they

know they are in the

best place.

To understand and

correctly follow the

rules of well-known

striking games e.g

Cricket, Rounders.

To understand the

importance of timing

and coordination in

order to strike a moving

ball.

To throw a ball in

different ways to catch

out an opponent e.g

adding side spin, top

spin, a flat delivery.

To help other members of

his/her team to find

space within a team game.

To use effective

communication and

teamwork within games.

To evaluate his/her own

and the team's

performance within a

challenge and make

suggestions of how to

improve for next time.

To understand and

correctly follow the rules

of popular net games e.g

tennis, badminton,

volleyball.

To understand how to

hold a racquet and strike

a ball/shuttlecock with

increasing accuracy.

To learn a variety of

shots to help improve

their skill in a given game

e.g slice in tennis or spike

in volleyball.

Year 6 Hockey

Children will continue to

receive teaching of P.E

by partnership

specialists.

-To combine invasion in

team games.

To help other members

of his/her team to find

space within a team

game.

Gymnastics

Children will continue to

receive teaching of P.E by

partnership specialists.

They will focus on

advancing their gymnastics

skills.

To  perform actions in and

out of rolls.

Dance

Perform dance actions with

control and expression.

Choose their own dance steps

and movements and then

develop them into a routine.

Perform longer routines from

memory adding expression and

extension to their movements.

Invasion Games

(Football/Rugby)

To help other members of

his/her team to find space

within a team game.

To evaluate his/her own and

the team's performance

within a challenge and make

suggestions of how to improve

for next time.

Athletics

To run longer distances

knowing when to use a

sprint.

To change his/her body

shape to decrease air

resistance when

running.

To use the correct

action to throw a javelin

with a run up.

Athletics

To run longer distances

knowing when to use a

sprint.

To change his/her body

shape to decrease air

resistance when running.

To use the correct action

to throw a javelin with a

run up.



To evaluate his/her own

and the team's

performance within a

challenge and make

suggestions of how to

improve for next time.

To use effective

communication and

teamwork within games.

Orienteering

To plan a simple

orienteering trial for

others to complete. e.g.

Using the local area.

To read a wide variety of

map symbols and use a

compass when following a

given route.

To plan ideas of how to

solve a problem before

attempting it.

To decide if verbal or

non-verbal communication

is the most effective

choice when solving

problems.

To take the lead within a

group challenge and give

clear instructions to

others.

To evaluate his/her own

and the team's

performance within a

challenge and make

suggestions of how to

improve for next time.

To lead others in a

stretching routine to

prepare for gymnastics.

To perform a range of

balances with a high level

of control and accuracy.

To hold different positions

when balancing and use

different shapes to

express a given

theme/mood.

To create sequences that

have changes of speed and

level.

To select the most

appropriate ways to travel

from one balance to

another.

To choreograph short routines

to portray a particular mood or

style.

To explore different styles of

dance and develop short

routines in those styles.

Invasion Games

(Football/Rugby)

To help other members of

his/her team to find space

within a team game.

To evaluate his/her own and

the team's performance within

a challenge and make

suggestions of how to improve

for next time.

To use effective

communication and teamwork

within games.

To use effective

communication and teamwork

within games.

To  use his/her toe and

heel to spin and throw a

discus and shot put.

To jump: one foot to

same foot to two feet

(triple jump)

To evaluate his/her own

and the team's

performance within a

challenge and make

suggestions of how to

improve for next time.

To understand personal

challenges and try to

improve each session by

taking coaching points

into consideration.

Games

(Net and Wall)

To help other members

of his/her team to find

space within a team

game.

To use effective

communication and

teamwork within games.

To evaluate his/her own

and the team's

performance within a

challenge and make

suggestions of how to

improve for next time.

To understand and

correctly follow the

rules of popular net

games e.g tennis,

badminton, volleyball.

To  use his/her toe and

heel to spin and throw a

discus and shot put.

To jump: one foot to same

foot to two feet (triple

jump)

To evaluate his/her own

and the team's

performance within a

challenge and make

suggestions of how to

improve for next time.

To understand personal

challenge and try to

improve each session by

taking coaching points

into consideration

Games

(Strike and field)

To choose the most

appropriate throw to use

within a game.

To call out for a catch in

a game showing they know

they are in the best place.

To understand and

correctly follow the rules

of well-known striking

games e.g Cricket,

Rounders.

To understand the

importance of timing and

coordination in order to

strike a moving ball.

To throw a ball in

different ways to catch

out an opponent e.g adding



To understand how to

hold a racquet and

strike a

ball/shuttlecock with

increasing accuracy.

To learn a variety of

shots to help improve

their skill in a given

game e.g slice in tennis

or spike in volleyball.

side spin, top spin, a flat

delivery.


